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Research collection of E G Marin, chiefly re sun-dials and 
windmills 

  

A   Biographical and miscellaneous items

  1 Biographical

  1/1 [Biographical note on] Eugène Gaspard Marin, 1883-1969. 
[c.1970?] 

1 sheet, ts

  1/2 [Autobiographical note with two portrait photographs and 
sketch] / [E G Marin] 

3 leaves, holograph

  2 Miscellaneous items re Marin's classification schemes 

  2/1 Extract from rough draft of letter written by E G Marin, 20.6.64. 
[Describes Marin's attitude to collecting and classifying 
activities, and his attempts to produce a classification scheme 
for cultural anthropology. 1964?] 

2 sheets, ts photocopy

  2/2 [List of 201 subject "files", covering wide range of subjects, but 
neither windmills nor sundials (MAR B and C below) is 
included. c.1955?] 

6 sheets, ts

  2/3 [Notes on] time-reckoning, geographic notation [and] 
chronological notation [apparently connected with Marin's 
classifying activities]. nd 

5 sheets, ts photocopy, (original in Science Museum file ScM 
562/249/1)

  3 Miscellaneous items re time measurement

  3/1 [Coptic calendar for the coptic year 1583=1866 AD, copied 
from ‘Étude sur le calendrier copte et ses éphémérides’ / E 
Tissot, Alexandria 1867]. Ms notes by Marin, in French 

13p 

  3/2 [Copy of plate from Journal Asiatique 1893, illustrating an 
Arabic astrolabe of the 13th century] 

1 sheet, ms copy drawing



  3/3 [List of types of sundial in the Musée de la Vie Wallonne, 
Liège] 

2 sheets, holograph

  3/4 [Copy of article from Time Magazine 1956 Jan 23, describing 
Jens Olsen's astronomical clock at the Town Hall, 
Copenhagen] 

1 sheet, holograph

  3/5 3 glass negatives of "clog almanacs"

B   Sun-dials

  1 [Scheme for classification of sun-dials] / E G Marin, 1955 June 

15 leaves, bound + 4 loose sheets tipped in, holograph 

  2 Folders of information on individual sundials

  2/1 Sundials classified 1.0.1. - 1.7.7.44

  2/2 ------------ " ------------ 2.0.3.11 - 2.1.3.431

  2/3 ------------ " ------------ 4.1.3.41 

  2/4 ------------ " ------------ 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.44 - 4.1.6.9

  2/5 ------------ " ------------ 4.1.3.42

  2/6 ------------ " ------------ 4.1.3.43 and 4.2

  2/7 ------------ " ------------ 5, 6 - 7 and unclassified examples 

  3 [Correspondence] 1942 Aug 7 - Oct 15 [with] T W Cole, [re 
scratch dials] / E G Marin 

23 sheets + 3 cardboard models

  4 4 negatives probably (?) connected with sundials 

C   Windmills

  1 Classification

  1/1 Methodology [for a study, analysis and classification of 
windmills] / E G Marin 

3 sheets, ts photocopy

  1/2 [List of classification numbers for windmills, used in the folders 
of MAR C2] 

6 sheets, ts photocopy

  2 Folders of information on individual windmills as listed in C 1/2 



above (many with illustrations). [NB no copy of the overall 
classification has survived as in the case of the sundials in 
MAR B above; however, the full scheme can be deduced from 
C 1/2 and from a study of the folders. The subjects within C 2 
below were originally listed in groups, as in B 2 above. 
However these groups' numbers cannot be typed and hence 
have been omitted although a copy of the previous listing 
which bears these numbers has been retained]

  2/1 Horizontal mills, including prayer-wheels

  2/2 Miscellaneous oblique axis mills

  2/3 Post mills with Dutch sails and open trestle, used for grinding 

  2/4 Various post mills with Dutch sails

  2/5 Various post mills

  2/6 "Sectoral" and pivot- and- curb mills

  2/7 Hollow post mills

  2/8 Cap mills and tower mills

  2/9 Cap mills and smock mills

  2/10 Tower mills

  2/11 Cap mills and tower mills

  2/12 Tower mills

  2/13 Cap mills with Dutch sails

  2/14 Cap or smock mills with Dutch sails

  2/15 Cap or tower mills with Dutch sails

  2/16 Tower and cap mills with Berton sails

  2/17 Cap mills with slat sails

  2/18 Various cap, tower and smock mills

  2/19 Cap and tower mills with slat or ring sails

  2/20 Skeleton mills

  3 Windmill illustrations (photos, postcards, cuttings etc) 

  4 Ms notes found in Marin windmill etc books 

[8 leaves]

D   Molinological articles



  1 A forgotten molinologist / Niall Roberts in Proceedings of the 
Eighteenth Mill Research Conference, pp 9-25 

Photocopy

  2 E.G. Marin - A forgotten molinologist / Niall Roberts in 
International Molinology No. 61, Dec 2000 pp 4-19 

Photocopy
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